
Clutch, Goodfirms’ and Appfutura Have Listed
Konstant’s Happy Client Testimonials
The global research firms recent listing on
their respective websites has displayed
client testimonials that justify Konstant’s
highest skills of statesmanship!

PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA, UNITED
STATES, July 26, 2018
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Being the most
important visitor on our premises, our
customers are part of our business and
an opportunity for us to work. It’s aptly
said, that happy clients are the best
advertising money can’t buy. We
believe that elegance is not standing
out but being remembered. We have
been outrageous in difficult times,
serving as a reminder that there are
companies who still care to be for their
customers. 

How many firms have you seen going
out of the way to make customer’s
days, weeks, or months? That’s an
important part of customer service
that shouldn’t be forgotten. 

Since the very beginning, we sensed that a rigid attitude is certainly not a way towards great
customer service. This post highlights how support team spotted great opportunities to do
things that were quirky and out of the ordinary.
This gives us insights into our own business to consider and some exceptional inspiration to pass
on to our support team. A slew of consumer data is not required to support the argument that
our regular customers are our bulwark. In this case, taking care of them is not just right but also
quintessential for business.

Konstant never loses an opportunity to recognize that a long-time customer has one of the best
experiences ever. Aforesaid, they didn’t just win a customer for life; they also bring plenty of
goodwill which is listed on major research firms like Clutch, Goodfirms’ and Appfutura. These
competently highlight the relationships with prospective customers. None of us can deny the
fact that was also traced out famous lyrics by Billy Joel (A piano man, released: A matter of trust
in 1986) – “It's make believe until it’s only a matter of time, And some might have learned to
adjust, But then it never was a matter of trust”! It’s not just about marketing, but to see the
importance of building long-lasting relationships with happiness on their faces, and a trail of
prospects.

Appfutura, Goodfirms, and Clutch have listed persuasive customer testimonials from satisfied
customers that can sway even the most hesitant prospect, making them a potent weapon in our

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.konstantinfo.com


marketing arsenal. Such customer
testimonials are one of the most
powerful trust signals that we have
with us on our website and on these
globally listed research firms.
Goodfirms’ is global research firms that
evaluate software buyers and software
seekers and help them find each other.
With an extensive and innovative
research process, it exposes the
app/web development company to the
right audience. 

Appfutura is a globally trusted research
firm community that helps various
web/app developers meets firms that
provide the best app and web
developers globally. 

Clutch is a Washington, DC-based
research firm that identifies leading
software firms that delivers the best
services to their clients. It is focused on
solving two primary issues: How do
software seekers and providers find
the best app/web development
companies to meet a specific
requirement? And how do leading
services and software firms stand out
in front of rivals?

About Konstant Infosolutions

Konstant Infosolutions creates the
most engaging and high-performing
mobile app experiences, aimed to
provide high returns and profits to the
business owners. Konstant has firmly
achieved its offshore reputation by
dedicatedly working for 15 long years.
It has been consistent in its approach
and has reacted spontaneously to
changing technological innovation. The
company provides a multitude of
mobile development services including
Internet of Things, Beacon, On-demand
solutions, messenger applications, Artificial Intelligence, Big data Analytics and has been
spanning multiple industries and business verticals. App development, inventory management,
ERP software, CRM software, data visualization, E-commerce software, order management,
warehouse management, marketing automation, SEO and Content management are some of
the software categories in which it deals.
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